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the u.s. was more of a economic entity then than a political
entity. communism is a political entity. the u. is an economic

entity. always has been and always will be an economic entity.
the economy of the u. has been fully consolidated. on the

other hand, if you are a nice person who wants to support a
whole host of worthwhile projects, then please consider

donating to us, or one of the other wikia projects listed on our
homepage, or even just about any project which makes some

of the same big programs freely available to the world. i'm
sure you will excuse me, but i don't personally have the time

to devote to developing and maintaining a large text database
like this one, and having to pay the bills, etc. i can do better

things with my time and money! but right now, i'm in a
position where i'm grateful to have any of my time free to be
able to contribute to wikipedia, and want to see it continue to

develop, flourish, and be successful. (i volunteer as an
administrator on wikipedia for various other projects too.) i

think the most convenient place to start is to click the "donate
by paypal" button below. i'm happy to do the details there,

and it should process directly. or if you prefer (and you have a
uk bank account - it's not necessary), you can also make a one-

time donation via paypal by clicking the button on the right
hand side of this page, and then on the bottom of the page

where it says "pay to •fundcheap." the developement server
was moved to a static ip address. that's why the backup file

wouldn't download. the server is configured to use
an.htaccess file to restrict access to certain files. however it

seems like the links to some of the download pages were
deleted. the new static ip address was added automatically by
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the server, so no one is able to edit anything anymore, so it's
not exactly clear if the server is back online. it seems to be
working at least, as some of the download pages seemed to

have been added again.
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the history of the irish-english conflict is divided into four phases: the
treaty of carrigaline in 1602, the cromwellian conquest of ireland and the

subsequent cromwellian settlement of ireland, the williamite war in ireland,
which ended in 1691 with the independence of the united kingdom, and

the partition of ireland and the establishment of two independent
governments. the partitioning of ireland, along with the first british empire

(1775–1815), led to the creation of the irish free state and to irish
emigration. in addition to the wikipedia article, there are some good books

available. i would recommend a people's history of the united states by
howard zinn (1999) and the oxford history of the british empire by chris

harman (2011). for a more in-depth, academic approach, read the
cambridge history of the british empire by robert j. lifton et al. (1989) or
the cambridge companion to the british empire by michael lynch (2009).

the latter is much more scholarly and will provide a great deal of
information if you are a professional historian. approach to the subject

through world history is probably the most difficult of all. the world history
approach is extremely daunting, as there are so many different aspects to
the subject that it can be difficult to keep track of. however, it is probably

the most intellectually rewarding way to approach the subject. a world
history approach will involve learning about the past of the major countries

(britain, the united states, china, india, france, germany, etc. the russian
offensive was halted at, and the german attack was turned back from, the

eastern frontiers of the east prussian province. on the other hand, the
russians were able to exploit the defensive weaknesses of the east

prussian area and gradually force back the german forces in the province.
during this period, the russian forces advanced as far as the vilna area, in

lithuania. in the north, the german forces, defending the stettin area,
retreated to the dresden area, and the russians advanced to the leningrad

area, in the province of livonia. 5ec8ef588b
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